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THE MALTA CONVOY

The following is the text of a ’broadcast on the Malta

Convoy to be given after the nine o'clock news tonight by

COMMANDER ANTHONY KIMMINS:-

The main object of this operation was clear-out and straightforward ~,,,
the

relief of Malta, the only base from which really effective steps can be taken to

destroy Rommel’s supplies item Italy and so prevent him building up an overpowering
force against our 8th Any,

But there was another point. A much more personal one, Malta, during the

course of many years, has become the Navy’s second home, and now in her hour of need

everyone felt it a groat privilege to be going to her aid.

Then again there was the additional incentive that we in the Navy would be

shepherding the men and ships of the Merchant Navy, through what was obviously going

to bo a most critical period; a period during which it was a foregone conclusion

that the enemy would throw in all his forces and attack our ships with every available

bomber, torpedo aircraft, U-boat and surface warship he could lay his hands on, in an

effort to stop those ships reaching their destination.

Admiral Syfret in H.M.S, Nelson was in command of the whole operation; Admiral

Lyster in command of the aircraft carriers, and Admiral Burrough in command of the

close escort of Cruisers and Destroyers who were going to make the final clash

through to Malta,

During the Sunday forenoon before we entered the Mediterranean, Divine Service

was held, A very simple Service, asking for help and guidance during the next few

days. At its conclusion "God Save the King" was sung as I have never heard it sung

before.

That night we slipped through the Straits of Gibraltar with the lights of Spain

twinkling away to the northward, and the lights of Tangier to the south, First the

leading ships of the destroyer screen, then the convoy with its escort of cruisers

and destroyers, closely guarded by battleships; and immediately astern, the aircraft

carriers who were to provide that essential fighter protection.

By first light we were well to the eastward of Gibraltar, but as the sun rose one

could still see the silhouettes of the mountains of Spain rising out of the mist, with

the white cottages of a little village perched way up amongst the peaks.

That Monday nothing. We were still out of range of the nearest enemy aerodromes.

So we were on the following forenoon. But suddenly the peace was shattered. It was

so sudden, it .almost took one’s breath away.

I had just been taking a casual glance round the fleet through my binoculars,

and they had rested for some tine on a ship in which I had spent two of the happiest
commissions of my life the EAGLE. Suddenly, a great brown column of water

rose from her side to about three times the height of her topmast* Then almost

immediately another column, and a third* EAGLE had obviously been hit by a salvo of

torpedoes. She was an old ship, and the salvo of torpedoes - either throe or four -

was too much for her and she listed rapidly, with aircraft slipping off her flying

deck into the sea* Soon, almost before one could believe it was true - she had gone;

admittedly, she was a lot older than the other carriers in this operation, but don’t

lot us for a moment try and minimise her loss. That U-boat captain had done a

startling and daring piece of work, and in getting heme his salvo of torpedoes he

had robbed us at the outset of a most valuable carrier and her vitally important

fighters*
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For a long tine everyone was very quiet and subdued and - when later in the

afternoon we received a report of enemy aircraft approaching - there was a general

sigh of relief at the chance of getting to grips and avenging her.

As the carriers turned into wind and the fighters took off to intercept,

everyone of those Fleet Air Arm pilots was more determined than ever, * From new

on they were at it continuously hut, of course, mostly out of sight. Personally,
I only saw one air combat and that well on the horizon. It was between a

Martlet fighter and an Italian snooper, The Martlet*s first dive produced
■a trail of smoke from one engine, and the next sent the snooper hurtling into

the sea.

That was all I saw, but the known results of 39 enemy aircraft shot down

by the Fleet Air Arm, and the raggedness of the enemy formations which did get
through made all too clear what these gallant young naval pilots wore doing for

us during that critical period.

The aircraft who did get through that evening were mostly German Ju.88s

and Italian torpedo-droppers. By the time the attack had developed the sun was

setting in a big red glow, and the barrage put up by our ships was one of the most

staggering things I have ever seen. Tracers screaming across the sky in all

directions, and overhead literally thousands of black puffs of bursting shells.

The din was terrific, but through it all you could hear the wail of sirens for

an emergency alteration of course to avoid torpedoes, and the answering' deep-

throated hoots of the merchantmen as they turned in perfect formation. Then

suddenly, a cheer from a gun's crew, and away on the port bow a Ju.88 spinning

vertically downwards with both wings on fire and looking like a giant Catherine

wheel. More cheers, and over to starboard another 88 was diving headlong for

the sea, with smoke pouring out behind. At about five hundred feet the automatic

pull-out came into action, and she flattened out and crashed on her belly with a

great splash of water. Against the sunset you could see the parachutes of her

crew as they drifted slowly downwards.

So it went on, right up to darkness; the gunfire never easing up for a

moment, and great columns of water as bombs dropped between the ships,

My last impression of that evening was a Ju.88 who made an attack astern of us.

He found himself committed to making a getaway over the Fleet, and he started

making steep turns this way and that in a frantic effort to avoid the tracers

which were screaming up at, him from all directions. For a short time, by some

miracle, he got away with it, but before long we were steaming past a burning patch
in the water, where he had crashed in. As the terrific gunfire suddenly subsided,
the comparative silence of the night was almost uncanny, • There had been no

damage to any of our ships. That was Tuesday,

Next morning, our Fleet Air Arm fighters were off again at crack of dawn, and

throughout the day they were almost continuously in the air, as formation after

formation came in to attack, I won’t attempt to describe that day in detail,

because one attack is so much like another, but through it all - through the

colossal din, the great mushrooms of water as bombs dropped - the blinding flashes

of cur guns and the thousands of flashes of those from other ships - through all

that, and many other things, lam left with one main impression; those

merchantmen in the middle, going steadily on and on: at times completely hidden

by near misses, but miraculously appearing through the columns of spray and always

doggedly and stubbornly going on and on.

At about a quarter to eight that evening there was a welcome lull in the air

combats. Remember that everyone in those ships had been fighting almost

continuously since daylight, and apart from the heat of battle, there had been

the gruelling heat of a Mediterranean sun. Not/ in the temporary lull, men

slipped off their anti-flash helmets and gloves and seised the chance of cooling

off. The ship’s cat came out from her biding place and gave her five kittens a

much-needed meal.
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I had gone down for a moment to the Navigator* s sea cabin. Suddenly there

was a flash, a terrific explosion", and complete darkness, as the lights and most

other things were shattered, a U-boat had got a torpedo home on us. The ship
immediately started to list, raid as we groped our way to the door and. forced our

tray out through the fumes, the ladders were already well over at an angle. By the

time we reached the bridge, Admiral Burrough and the Captain were leaning across

the starboard side, looking rather like yachtsmen at the tiller of a boat heeling
well, over to a fresh breeze, .Some, of the ship's. company were already grouping
on the upper deck in. the most orderly fashion, and - as they did so - they looked

up to the; bridge for orders. There was never a sign of panic, but the ship was

assuming a somewhat alarming angle, and the memory of the EAGLE was still fresh

in our minds.

■• But any doubts anyone nay have had mere immediately removed By the Admiral,
"Don’t wo rry, she’ll hold" he shouted - "Let’s have a cigarette", ’whatever moment-

ary effect that great explosion my have had on a few was removed in a flash By
that casual remark. From that moment, everything in that ship was carried out like

an ordinary peacetime exercise. Meanwhile a destroyer had Been signalled alongside.
As she approached. Admiral Burrough shouted to the ship’s company. "I hate leaving
you like this, But my job is to go on and got that convoy to Malta, and I’m going
to do that whatever happens,"

There mere immediate shouts from volunteers wanting to go on with him. Those

sailors had so set their minds on seeing the convoy through* The Admiral. shook

his head, "No! Your job", he said, "is to stop here and try and get your own

ship safely home,"

As the admiral and one or two of* us moved ever to the destroyer ASHANTI, a

Stuka dive Bombing attack developed and the scene as we left in the evening light
was one I shall never forget. The Bombs dropping - the air heavy with fumes from

the recent explosion - the guns of Both ships firing upwards - and as the gap

Between us widened, sailors on the sloping decks cheering thein Admiral and wishing
him good luck* It was a sad. But nevertheless great, moment.

The Stuka attack which was raging in all its fury By now was obviously Being
carried out By their picked pilots or - as we called them ~ the first eleven and

personally, I found this the most unpleasant moment of the whole operation. The

combination of recent events, the fact that it was nightfall, and the determination

of these dive-Bombers node it all father eerie. The Cruiser CAIRO was settling

rapidly By the stem, A merchant vessel which had Been hit was Burning fiercely,
a gigantic pall of smoke rising up .into the shy,- There were other patches of flames

where aircraft had crashed, and as the darkness closed down and gave us temporary-
relief from more air attacks there was the disconcerting thought that that sane

darkness would Be providing cover for the E-Boats and U-Boats, whom we knew would be

lurking near Cape Bon, which we had to pass Before daylight.

It wasn’t long Before trouble started,: A flicker in the darkness from a care*-

loss torch gave away an E-Boat, Searchlights immediately pierced the night, star
„

shells were fired, and as they floated down on the E-Boats guns flashed and tracers

whistled through the night. During: the course of those night attacks, the cruiser

MANCHESTER was hit By mines or torpedoes and later had to Be sunk. Neither did the

convoy come through, unscathed. On the credit side, at least two E-Boats were Blown

out' of the water, -

It was an ugly, uncomfortable night, and I must confess to a sigh of relief as

the dawn Broke.

The relief was short lived, for almost with the first streaks of Thursday’s

light, Back came the dive Bombers and torpedo droppers in a final desperate effort

to get the convoy on its last lap, 'By how Beaufighters from Malta were there

to help us. Later, as we got nearer the Island, we cane within comforting range

of her Spitfires, No praise could Bo too high for those R.A.F. pilots in their

efforts to drive off the enemy on that desperate last lap.

All that morning there were non-stop attacks, and then at last in the early

afternoon a lookout gave the welcome shout of ships ahead. Those were the mine-

sweepers' and motor launches from Malta who were to take the merchantmen into harbour.

Our job over, "good luck" signals were exchanged Between escort and convoy

Before we turned to make our passage Back to Gib, One merchant Captain replied

"Thanks to your care and a smile from the Goddess of Luck we have reached Malta,"

Somehow a smile seemed such a glorious understatement!

Of the journey Back to Gib, there is little to Be said. Incessant air attacks

all that afternoon; E-Boat and submarine attacks at night; and continuous air attacks
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from daylight the next day finishing off with a last tremendous effort in which

they threw in all their elevens and most of their spare men* But in spite of

all their efforts, not one ship was damaged, When at last the Rock of

Gibraltar was sighted, tearing out of the evening mist, it was almost a week

since we had last slipped through those Straits, but somehow it felt a great
deal longer.

So much had happened that it is all rather confused and blurred now, but

one or two incidents seem to stand out.

A merchant ship being sunk, and a rather part-worn canary 'which a kind

owner had obviously released from its cage - taking refuge in our ship.

A destroyer captain in grey flannel trousers, a light blue shirt, and

a large panama hat, sitting behind his compass with his feet perched up and

looking to all the world as if lie were happily driving a tractor, harvesting.

But actually driving his destroyer through dive bombing attacks as only a

great seaman can, cool as a cucumber, watching every move in the air and - as

the bombs whistled down - giving a crisp order to the boarded coxs'n below,
and in the nick of time the ship heeling over with the bombs dropping

harmlessly to one side,

The constant stream of Fleet Air Am fighters taking off from their

carriers, fighting their battles, landing, refuelling, and off again.

The men down below in the boiler rooms and engine rooms ; not stripped

to the waist as they like to be, but sweltering in their anti-flash gear and

lifebelts, some of them fainting as they were overcome by the colossal heat.

Never forget those great heroes who work down below; but for then no ship

Could ever fight, (pause).

A little Cockney Seaman, near a gun position. The Hun and Wop hurling

down everything they'd got ...
and the kitchen stove, and we giving than

plenty back. Above the general din, a near miss blasts signal pads and other

papers off the Bridge, As they float down over our gun position, the little

Cockney looks up, "Blimey, now they've started a leaflet raid".

And finally, those merchantmen going stolidly on and on never faltering -

never wavering when one of their comrades was lost - stolidly on and on, and

although it seems invidious to draw attention to any one of so gallant a party,
I simply must do so.

She had been uppermost in our thoughts from the moment we sailed, for she

was a tanker carrying the most important and most dangerous cargo of all, and

so very conspciuous from the air with her funnel right aft. Her name was

OHIO, an American built ship manned by a British crew, skippered by a very

great man called Captain Mason, It was obvious that she would be a

special target for the enemy, and sure enough she was hit by a torpedo at the

same time as we were,

She was forced to stop, and later as we went up alongside in THE ASHANTI,
another merchantman was blazing not far off. It was that night when things
weren't looking too good. Admiral Burrough hailed her from our bridge "I've

got to go on with the rest of the convoy. Make the shore route if you can,
and slip across to Malta, They need you badly". The reply was instantaneous,

"Don't worry, Sir, We'll do our best. Good luck".

By next morning, by some super-human effort, they had got the engines going
and had caught us up in spite of having lost their compass and having to steer

from aft. She then took station on our quarter, and OHIO's next bit of trouble

was when a Stuka attacking us washit fair and square and crashed straight into

her.
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For the rest of the forenoon she was always picked out for special

attention and time and time again she completely disappeared amongst the

clouds of water from bursting bombs. But again and again she came through*

Then at last one hit her. She was set on fire, but after a terrific fight

they managed to get the flames under control. Her engines had been partly

wrecked, but she oust managed to make two knots and plodded on# Destroyers

were left to look after her, but later she was hit again and her engines

finally put out of action. They then took her in tow but the tow parted#

During the night, with the help of a minesweeper from Malta they got her a

further twenty miles. All next day she was again bombed continuously and

towing became impossible. That night she reached Malta,

If ever there was an example of dogged perseverance against all odds,
this was it. Any one of those hundreds of bombs in the right place end she'd

have gone up in a sheet of flame. Admiral Burrough 's last signal to OHIO was

short and to the point, " I am proud to have met you."

Well, there it is. You have heard in the news of the numbers of enemy

aircraft shot down and the numbers of U boats and E boats sunk. You have heard

about our own warship losses but after all losses must be expected when you're
fighting all that time on the enemy's doorstep and everyone went in with their

eyes wide open. All that mattered was that supplies had to be got through to

Ma1ta,,,,,, and they were*

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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